
Electronic Ticket Receipt

_
Booking Reference: OOSADJ Office

FINNAIR CUSTOMER CARE
Telephone: +35898180800
Business Identity Code: 0108023-3

Passenger Ticket number

Sundgren Hans Mr (ADT) 105 2463473836
_

Itinerary
FlightTo Class Date Departure Arrival Resa (1) NVB(2) NVA(3) Last check-in SeatBaggage (4)From

STOCKHOLM
BROMMA

HELSINKI
HELSINKI
VANTAA

AY7084 R 03Aug 08:45 10:55 Ok 08:00 1PC

Terminal 2 Fare Basis RVA2SE

Marketed byOperated by FINNAIRNORDIC REGIONAL
AIRLINES

_
HELSINKI
HELSINKI
VANTAA

STOCKHOLM
BROMMA

AY7085 R 05Aug 18:30 18:45 Ok 04Aug 17:45 1PC

Terminal 2 Fare Basis RVA2SE

Marketed byOperated by FINNAIRNORDIC REGIONAL
AIRLINES

_

(1) Ok = confirmed (2) NVB = Not valid before (3) NVA = Not valid after (4)Each passenger can check in a specific amount of baggage at no extra cost as indicated
above in the column baggage.

Receipt
: Sundgren Hans Mr (ADT)Name
: 105 2463473836Ticket number

Form of payment : CC CA XXXXXXXXXXXX1972 Exp1021 S099659 : 1161

Fare : SEK 640

190 YRSEK 60 LJSEK 120 YASEK
52 DQSEK 87 FISEK 12 XUSEK

Taxes :

Issuing Airline and date IATA: FINNAIR 25Jun18 : 19491846

: Chng Eur65/Ref RestrRestriction(s)/Endorsements

Fare Calculation STO AY HEL36.29AY STO36.29NUC72.58END ROE8.816384:
_Grand Total : SEK 1161
_

If the passengers journey involves an ultimate destination or stop in a country other than the country of departure, the Montreal or the Warsaw Convention may be
applicable. The Convention governs and in most cases limits the liability of carriers for death or personal injury and in respect of loss or damage to baggage.

Information about prohibited or restricted materials as baggage, baggage allowance and conditions of carriage and notices is available at any Finnair service point
or at www.finnair.com. Finnair customer feedback: www.finnair.com/feedback

WWW.FINNAIR.COM | WWW.FINNAIR.FI

_
The carriage of certain hazardous materials, like aerosols, fireworks, and flammable liquids, aboard the aircraft is forbidden. If you do not understand these
restrictions, further information may be obtained from your airline.

_
Data Protection Notice: Your personal data will be processed in accordance with the applicable carrier's privacy policy and, if your booking is made via a
reservation system provider ( GDS ), with its privacy policy. These are available at http://www.iatatravelcenter.com/privacy or from the carrier or GDS directly. You



should read this documentation, which applies to your booking and specifies, for example, how your personal data is collected, stored, used, disclosed and
transferred.(applicable for interline carriage)

_
Flight must always be used in sequence as shown on the ticket. If you leave any part of your flights unused, the remaining flights will be automatically cancelled.

You can check in online 36 hours before departure when your journey begins with a Finnair flight at www.finnair.com/checkin.
If you use the self-service kiosk at the airport, please use the barcode from your boarding pass or e-ticket.


